PLAN VIEW

SECTION A–A

NOTES:

1. STAMPED CONCRETE SHALL BE 6”–12” RIVER ROCK PATTERN. COLOR SHALL BE PECAN TAN # A55P. STAMPED PATTERN SHALL BE FROM BOMANITE & COLORS SHALL BE FROM L. M. SCOFIELD CO. OR APPROVED EQUAL.

2. THE PATTERN IMPRINT SHALL BE 1” MIN. DEPTH.

3. THE PATTERN JOINT WIDTH (BETWEEN SIMULATED ROCKS) SHALL BE 1/4” MIN. – 1 1/4” MAX.

4. ALL JOINTS SHALL BE UNGROUTED.

5. ORIENT WEAKEN PLANE LINES ACROSS THE SHORT DIMENSION ON THE PATTERN AND AT INTERVALS NOT TO EXCEED 15’.

6. PLASTIC SHEETING SHALL BE LAID OVER CONCRETE PRIOR TO STAMPING PATTERN TO PRODUCE “LOAFED” SURFACES.

7. APPLY COLORWAX TO ALL SURFACES.